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About Impact Unleashed
A one-of-a-kind event designed to inspire the values-led leaders
in our industry, Impact Unleashed is not to be missed. This year,
Impact Unleashed will allow for hundreds of champions to join us
through a new remote event platform. The power of this multiplatform approach is the accessibility of community, collaboration
and information it provides in a year when our people, our
businesses and our industry need them more than ever.
Full of energy and innovation, Impact Unleashed brings together
a community of leaders that cannot be found anywhere else in
the industry. Find your tribe at our thoughtful networking sessions
between a loaded agenda with world-class keynote speakers
and inspiring TED-style presentations that weave a new story of
profitable businesses making a positive impact within the pet
industry.
Our event also has a strong focus on implementation. Select
from a variety of workshops that will accelerate your sustainability
program and help you find the tools and resources you need to
simplify your plan of action and increase your ROI. A new exhibit
hall will ensure attendees can access sustainability specialists and
vetted partners to kick-start your sustainability goals.

Day 1 Schedule
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8:45 - 9:15am MST (MAIN STAGE)
Opening Remarks | Pet Sustainability Coalition |
Caitlyn Dudas
9:15 - 10:00am MST (MAIN STAGE)
Using Business as a Force for Good | Danone |
Deanna Bratter
10:00 - 11:00am MST (EXHIBIT HALL)
Exhibit Hall Open +Guided Tour

11:00 - 12:00pm MST (MAIN STAGE)
Inspiring Pet Industry Champions | MFiber |
Jiminy’s | Morris Packaging

12:00 - 12:30pm MST (MAIN STAGE)
Workshop | Telling Your Story With Data | Two’s
Compliment

12:30 - 1:30pm MST (EXHIBIT HALL)
Exhibit Hall Open

1:30 - 2:00pm MST (MAIN STAGE)
Retailer Sustainability Trends | Retail Industry
Leaders Association | Erin Hiatt

About the Pet Sustainability Coalition
2:00 - 2:30pm MST (MAIN STAGE)

The Pet Sustainability Coalition is a nonprofit that advances pet
businesses through profitable environmental and social practices.
Started in 2013 by eight founding member companies, the Coalition
has grown to more than 150+ companies taking action to forward
their own impact while collaborating to drive industry wide
improvement on sustainability issues too large for a single company
to solve on their own.

Leading the Way in Sustainable Packaging | PSC |
Earth Animal | rePurpose Global

2:30 - 3:15pm MST (SKY VIEW LOUNGE)
The Forums | Small Group Networking

3:30 - 5:00pm MST (MAIN STAGE)
Campfire | PSC | Pet Food Experts |
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Day 2 Schedule
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08:30 - 8:45am MST (MAIN STAGE)
Opening Remarks | Pet Sustainability Coalition
08:45 - 9:25am MST (MAIN STAGE)
Collaboration in Action | Climate Collaborative |
J.E.D.I. | Global Platform for Sustainable Natural
Rubber
09:30 - 10:15am MST (MAIN STAGE)
Workshop | Building Common Ground |
Sustainable Business Consulting

Box of
(GOOD)ies
The box of GOOD(ies) is filled to the brim with event essentials,
natural products, and sponsor gifts that will keep you fueled
through the two-day event.
The first 250 event registrants received this box on their doorstep.
*For full-access registrants only

10:15 -11:30am MST (EXHIBIT HALL)
Exhibit Hall Open
11:30 - 12:15pm MST (MAIN STAGE)
30-Days, 1,000 Actions toward a diverse, equitable,
and inclusive pet industry | PSC | Open Farm | Stella
& Chewy’s | Nature’s Variety
12:15 -1:30pm MST (MAIN STAGE)
The Quest For Transparency | Quinn Snacks |
Other-Half Processing | The Cheesecake Factory |
PSC
01:30 - 2:15pm MST (SKY VIEW LOUNGE)
The Forums | Networking |

02:30 - 3:00pm MST (MAIN STAGE)
Closing Reflections | PSC | Caitlyn Dudas

03:00 - 3:30pm MST (SKY VIEW LOUNGE)
The After-Party Mingle

3:00-4:30pm MST (EXHIBIT HALL)
Exhibit Hall Open
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Thank
You!
Thank you to all our event sponsors

Caitlyn Dudas
Co-Founder & Executive Director
Pet Sustainability Coalition

Caitlyn Dudas is the content curator and event host for Impact
Unleashed.
Caitlyn is a 2019 Woman of Influence recipient, winner of the 2019
Vanguard award, and a 2017 40 Under 40 award recipient in honor
of her innovative approach to bring together industry leaders to
strengthen their businesses while also leading the industry toward a
future where pets, people, and planet prosper. Caitlyn has helped grow
the Pet Sustainability Coalition from 8 Founding companies in 2013 to
a thriving community of 150+ members taking action.
Caitlyn leads the Coalition from Boulder Colorado where she
completed her B.A. in Environmental Studies and Economics and then
went on to complete a Master’s in Environmental Management and
Sustainability from Harvard University.
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Kong
Platinum Sponsor | Golden, Colorado
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Keynote| Danone | Deanna Bratter
Using Business as a Force for Good
Danone is the largest certified B Corp in the world
and home to brands including SIlk and Horizon
Organics. Learn how a company of this size is driving
the sustainable business movement.
Inspiring Pet Industry Champions | MFiber |
Dustin Dover
Learn about farming in rural America and how Mfiber
takes an environmental and social approach to sustainability.
Inspiring Pet Industry Champions | Jiminy’s | Anne Carleson
Learn from Anne Carleson, long time pet industry professional about
her journey to launch her own brand focused on protein sustainability
Inspiring Pet Industry Champions | Morris Packaging |
Brian Steinwagner
Learn from Morris packaging about how they help build bridges for
advancement and two key areas of focus for sustainable packaging
Retailer Sustainability Trends | Retail Industry Leaders Association |
Erin Hiatt
The retail industry continues to accelerate its commitment to
sustainability and the circular economy. Join to hear trends and
opportunities.
Leading the way for sustainable packaging in the Pet Industry
PSC | Earth Animal | rePurpose Global
PSC aims to advance the sustainability of pet packaging through world
class education and tools that improve pet packaging from cradle to
grave and decrease our industry’s waste footprint. Get an update on Flex
Forward, the first brand inclusive return to pet retail recycling program,
learn about a new plastic offsetting program that is growing fast, and
learn about how you can focus your company’s packaging efforts to
reach scalable industry impact.
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Earth Animal

Platinum Sponsor
Platinum
#1 | Southport, Connecticut
Impact means....
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Impact scales through collaboration. Learn how other industries
are coming together around sustainability topics too large for a single
company to solve on their own.

Collaboration in Action | Climate Collaborative | Erin Callahan
We are dedicated to enhancing and
preserving quality of life for animals,
people, and the Earth.
AN

O T H E R WAY

We do this by providing another way –
a more trusted, humane, and
sustainable way to change things for
the better, one Earth Animal at a time.
proud icon member of the
pet sustainability coalition

Climate action has never been more urgent, and with companies accounting for around
half of global greenhouse gas emissions, each of us has a role in responding to climate
change. Join this session to hear how the Climate Collaborative is creating an industry
community and network of companies working collectively to reduce their packaging
impacts, waste, transform agricultural systems and more. We hope you’ll leave inspired
and with a better understanding of how climate collaboration can unlock avenues to
broader impact and action.

Collaboration in Action | Global Platform for Sustainable Natural
Rubber | Stefano Savi
The Global Platform for Sustainable Natural Rubber is an international, multi-stakeholder
voluntary membership organization with a mission to lead improvements in the
socioeconomic and environmental performance of the natural rubber value chain.
Development of the GPSNR was initiated by the CEOs of the World Business Council
for Sustainable Development (WBCSD) Tire Industry Project (TIP) in 2018. Members of
the platform include Producers, Processors & Traders, Tire makers and other rubber
makers/buyers, Car makers, other downstream users and Financial Institutions, and Civil
society. Representatives from each of these stakeholder groups have contributed to the
development of the Singapore-based platform and the wide-reaching set of priorities
that are now being implemented as part of the GPSNR strategy and objectives.

Collaboration in Action | J.E.D.I. Collaborative | Lara Dickinson
The OSC J.E.D.I Collaborative of industry peers and experts is leading this project for
the natural products industry to frame the business case for embedding justice, equity,
diversity and inclusion into our entire food ecosystem. Our intent is to take a positive,
forward look vs. a “fix what’s broken” position. We seek to understand the deeper issues
and to devise an outline for the best solutions. We will clarify the systemic issues that
require courage and thought leadership and define immediately controllable issues we
all can address as an industry and in our day-to-day operations. We will develop a stepby-step approach to serve as a model to facilitate and inspire the industry to commit and
take action. We will develop a reporting tool to demonstrate the impact of the project on
progress. We believe the benchmark reporting will result in an increase in productivity in
an increasingly multicultural marketplace.
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30-Days, 1000 Actions toward a diverse, equitable and
inclusive pet industry | PSC | Open Farm | Stella & Chewy’s |
Nature’s Variety
In September 2020, the Pet Sustainability Coalition issued a challenge for
the industry to take 1,000 actions in 30-days that would lead to a more
inclusive pet industry. Using a web based platform called WeSpire, the
challenge resulted in over 6,000 actions. Hear from our top 3 leaders in the
challenge about their personal experience.

IMPACT
UNLEASHED
workshops
DEC

04

The Quest For Traceability | Quinn Snacks | Other-Half
Processing | The Cheesecake Factory

CREATING COMMON GROUND

80% of the impact of a product stems from its materials and ingredients.
Learn about the journey to understand where our ingredients and materials
come from and how a brand, a supplier, areinfluencing improvement. Also
hear from the Pet Sustainability Coalition about their exploration of the pet
food supply chain in an effort to improve the sustainability of ingredient
sourcing for an entire industry.

ATTENDEES WILL GAIN:

The Networking Forums
Join us in the Sky View lounge to connect
with other purpose driven leaders. These
are smaller group sessions that last
between 30 - 45 minutes led by peer PSC
member companies. Attendees report that
networking with fellow attendees is one of
the best parts of Impact Unleashed!
Day 1 Forums: By Region. Connect with
other sustainably minded companies in
your region (US West/US Midwest/ US
South/US East/ International)
Day 1 Forums: By Department. Connect
with fellow Executives/Marketers/Sales/
Operations/Manufacturers/Retailers
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1. Techniques to peel back the onion, to understand what
a person’s real desires, anxieties and fears are
2. Illustrative real world examples that can provide
win-win solutions to both sides of an issue
3. 10 techniques for how to start and have a "difficult
conversation" with someone from the "other side"
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TELLING YOUR STORY WITH DATA
ATTENDEES WILL GAIN:
1. Basics on data visualization theory
2. Techniques for structuring your narrative
3. Best practices to enhance your story
Impact Unleashed 2020
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Impact
Unleashed
Platinum #3
Exhibit Hall

Sustainability
Services and
Organizations

Accredited Brands
Hard Goods & NonConsumables

Accredited Brands
Food, Treats &
Supplements

Accredited Ingredient
Suppliers

Acredited Packaging
Suppliers

Global Animal Partnership
Marine Stewardship
Council
Pet Sustainability
Coalition
Sustainable Biz Consulting
Trayak
Pet Food Experts

Bark Potty

Chews Happiness

Veramaris

Morris Packaging

Greenline Pet Supply

Earth Animal

MFiber

Peel Plastic

Kong

InClover Research

West Paw

Meat Me

Than Phu Pack

Kinn Inc

Exhibit Hall Sponsor
What to expect
Find this year’s top-ranked
accredited sustainable brands
and suppliers
Meet supply-chain,
animal welfare, employee
engagement, and sustainable
strategy specialists
Demo vetted tools to
streamline and empower your
team for ultimate impact
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Pet Food Experts

Campfire Sponsor | Pawtucket, Rhode Island

Campfire: a night of

reconnection & celebration

Impact for Pet Food Experts means....

Michael Baker
President & CEO
Pet Food Experts

Michael is the CEO of Pet Food Experts, a national pet product
distribution company. For Michael, his love of the pet industry is in his
blood. As the fourth generation of the Baker family in the industry, he
grew up working in their retail pet store, Rumford Pet Express, in East
Providence, RI. Michael eventually joined the distribution side of the
business, Pet Food Experts, ultimately acquiring the business from his
father and taking the helm as President & CEO in 2005.
Michael joined as a volunteer PSC Advisory Board member in 2019 and is
the distribution program parter for Flex Forward, the first return to retail
pet food bag recycling program in the industry.
Join Michael Baker for the 2020 Campfire event where you can toast
to PSC’s best performing sustainable brands, bid on auction items that
brighten 2021, and reconnect with purpose and generosity as we head
into the holiday season..
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Mud Bay

Morris Packaging

Gold Sponsor

Event Box Sponsor

Peel Plastics
Gold Sponsor

M Fiber

Climate Champion Sponsor

See you online!

Tips to make
the most of your
experience
• Block out your calendar so that you
aren’t being pulled away from the
sessions

• Invite other people at your
company to attend so that you
have an action partner

• Close all other windows on your
browser so that you can focus

• Take notes about what inspired you
most so that you can come back
and reflect later

• Consider a stand-up desk or get up
once in a while to stretch and refresh
your focus
• Be ready to share your camera so that
you can interact with other attendees
• Login to the event platform the night
before a familiarize yourself with the
Lobby, Main Stage, Sky View Lounge,
and Exhibit Hall
• Review your impact goals and
strategies and find exhibitors that can
support your efforts
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• If you get lost or have technical
difficulties you can always head to
the PSC booth in the exhibit hall to
get support

